
 

 

 

 

 

 

                ELDERS’ 15 GREEN MANDATES for RIO+20  
                                                                                                            

                                                          DETAILED                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                

 
                                                                                                                            By Olympic Skier, Suzy Chaffee, co-chair 

                                                                                                                           Native American Olympic Team Foundation  
 

1A. TOTAL NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT - The Number One Priority of Native American and other Indigenous 

Elders for RIO+20 is agreeing on the mandate for a total World Nuclear Disarmament by setting streamlined 

timetables toward creating a Nuclear-Free World.  

1B. CLOSE ALL NUCLEAR-URANIUM FACILITIES - Declare nuclear energy a catastrophically failed 

experiment that threatens All Life. And because all 438 nuclear reactors plus uranium and research facilities also 

create lucrative nuclear bomb components, like yellow cake (p. 63-4) that they are cheaply selling to anyone, 

nuclear proliferation has been increasing by leaps and bounds, so agree to mandate closing all nuclear-uranium 
facilities with streamlined timetables, to get to a Secure World. And to create a safer transition to a nuclear-free 

world, embark on massive building campaigns requiring millions of workers of off-the-grid solar and wind facilities, 

first near all 438 nuclear reactors, like New Mexico does, which could have prevented Fukushima’s meltdown, 

which has harmed all humanity, and could prevent more nuclear meltdowns worldwide. We could accomplish this 

shift within a year since nuclear energy provides a mere 13.5% of our electricity, so we are no longer risking Life on 

the Planet Earth to make a few superrich individuals and corporations richer. 

1C. STOP NUCLAR SUBSIDIES AND LOANS & SHIFT THEM - As part of the mandate, delegates also agree to 
stop all the subsidies and loans for anything nuclear or uranium and shift them to free healthcare and renewables, 

next to ALL nuclear plants, which Fukushima, negligently omitted to increase profits at the expense of the safety 

and health of communities, and as we have seen, all of humanity. Some of those monies could go to Free Healthcare 

since nuclear has killed millions, deformed countless babies, harmed the health and happiness of tens of millions of 

families worldwide, and destroyed countless acres of Nature and agricultural lands for 1,000+ years. The free 

healthcare would have a major focus on cost-effective Prevention using the Ancient Wisdom of drug-free acupunc-

ture and medicinals like the E.U., Asians and Indigenous Peoples do, and tribal Elders' ceremonies, which do no 

harm to other organs, people, or Nature. Homes and hospitals flushing pharmaceuticals is a major contaminator of 

our oceans where they lethally react with the other 82,000 toxins in products and foods, and in drinking water it is 

mutating developing children. Example, 15% of US girls get periods as early as 7 years old and some have babies.  

The Elders also see this 2012 Earth Summit as the most critical time to agree on these 14 other mandates that shift 

from today’s “Corporate First” World, to a sustainable thriving “People First” one with streamlined timetables: 

2A. END FOSSIL FUEL SUBSIDIES - Since we are one footstep away from a point of no return on climate 

change, RIO+20 MUST agree on a mandate initiated by Mexico, New Zealand, and Switzerland to save the planet 

by ending fossil fuel subsidies and loans. Leaders from the eight most powerful countries including the US, Japan 

and Russia have just voiced their support.  



2B. STOP OFF-SHORE DRILLING - Oil spills have killed millions and destroyed millions of families, plus 

priceless shoreline ecosystems like Alaska’s have not recovered in 23 years, nor the Gulf's, despite the millions in 

PB advertising. In addition scientists say our oceans are dying, largely from the oil spills and along with them its 

plankton, not only the major food of fish, but a greater source of our oxygen supply than our forests, the Gulf spill 

revealed. Given that the gross negligence level of safety standards exposed by the Gulf accident is a threat to human 

survival, we urge agreeing on a mandate to end all off-shore drilling with a timetable. The shift to billions of electric 
cars (powered by renewable energy) will diminish the need for oil. Seeing the list of over a hundred major oil spills, 

many that dwarf the publicized Gulf and Alaska catastrophes, (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_oil_spills), and 

its dirty energy along with coal, melting the glaciers and poisoning our air, water and lands, we Salute Sweden for 

announcing their shift to Zero Oil. But for the purpose of getting an agreement at RIO we urge this moderate stance 

to address the greatest threat of oil to world security, offshore drilling. If they knew that their work wouldn’t be 

destroyed at any moment, the Indigenous Elders, water revitalizers and healers like Austria’s Johann Grander and 

Japan’s Dr. Emoto, who partners with the tribes, and environmentalists could accelerate the healing and regenerating 

of the oil spilled areas through leading cross-cultural ceremonies and using other ancient wisdom.  

2C1. SHIFT OIL SUBSIDIES TO RENEWABLES +Reforestation, Electric Cars, Green Schools, Peace Depts.        

It is critical to agree to shift this $1 trillion dollars of taxpayer subsidies from Big Oil, Tar Sands, Coal and Gas to 

renewables, electric cars and reforestation, which would create billions of green jobs and restore clearer air, water 

and lands and maximize the longevity in this transition to a milder climate of glaciers, snowsports, islands and 

coastal communities. http://www.avaaz.org/en/can_mexico_save_the_planet/?cl=1829986560&v=14691  

2C2. BUILD BILLIONS OF 300 MPG ELECTRIC CARS & BIKE SHARES – Agree that this shift funding be 

used to also streamline getting billions of 300 mpg electric cars on the road for 2014, invented by Jr & high school 

students (p 61). http://www.lacar.com/?p=5077 and http://forum.deviantart.com/community/politics/1722805/  Plus 

following the success of 200 Bike Share Cities (P 15), provide programs for every city and town to also help restore 

our blue skies, natural snow cycles, lung and brain/IQ health, prevent diabetes, and slow down the melting of 

glaciers. This all adds up to significantly cleaner air, water, oceans and land worldwide. Since it creates billions of 
green jobs and keeps Mother Earth cool, it most effectively addresses Climate, Food, and Social Justice. President 

Obama said on the Jimmy Fallen Show on May 30 that he wants to shift those subsidies to clean renewables. Thank 

you Mr. President. 

2C3. GREEN SCHOOLS – Agree to direct funds to turn every school into healthy green buildings with renewable 
energy with organic gardens and orchards plus sprout seeds, a superfood they can grow in days indoors all year long 

even without a garden to give children the basic human right to health through nutritious lunches to greatly reduce 

starvation, hunger, malnutrition and diabetes. Provide fruit trees along with all (costly) emergency Food Bank Aid 

for long term solutions. Trees pull up water from aquifers to moisturize eco systems to address Starvation, and one 

billion hungry Earth Citizens, half children, to also prevent droughts, forest fires, malnutrition and diabetes.  

2C4. DEPARTMENTS OF PEACE - Ted Turner said in May on CNN’s Pierce Morgan that we need to save the 

oceans, abolish poverty, renounce war since violence escalates it, and disarm all nuclear weapons since they would 

destroy all life on earth. He said we need to focus on treating all people with dignity and respect and solving things 

diplomatically through the UN, its purpose, for which he magnanimously donated two billion dollars! Let’s do it!  

Earth Citizens can save trillions of dollars by preventing future wars. Since many of the wars were related to our 

dependence on oil, it is befitting that some of its shifted funds help heal the wounds, hearts and lives of our sisters 

and brothers in other countries and our own still traumatized, hungry, in pain, depressed, hopeless or angry from acts 

of terror, wars, catastrophic earth changes, and especially from nuclear radiation and tens of thousands of birth 

defects, we are healing the roots of war and conflict. With the massive money saved and put in the hands of The 

People and leaders who walk their talk with integrity, our Civilization can phenomenally flourish. Therefore we urge 

delegates to agree to a mandate that part of the oil and nuclear subsidies, which caused the wars, along with a 

percentage of the defense budgets, be shifted to a “Department of Peace” in each country aimed at healing the roots 

of the need for nuclear or any kind of weaponry, as well as healing the marginalized in their own countries.  

Each country could ideally start with healing countries they have exploited for their resources or wrongfully harmed 

– for example, the U.S. bombing Iraq, the “Cradle of our Civilization.” Since the US and other countries spend up to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_oil_spills
http://www.avaaz.org/en/can_mexico_save_the_planet/?cl=1829986560&v=14691
http://www.lacar.com/?p=5077
http://forum.deviantart.com/community/politics/1722805/


a half of our nation’s budgets on weaponry for the profit of a few trillionaires, at the expense of community needs, 

and war destroys Mother Earth with more energy, carbon and contaminants than any other force on earth, doesn’t it 

make sense to do more war prevention? To create integrity with Mother Earth again and heal the cause of war; for 

example, Indigenous Elders and women need to play a major role in this healing of our World Family since we are 

great nurturers and healers for eons, especially of relationships. Iraq 

has requested female soccer coaches. Community leaders, rather than government leaders, could request the 

humanitarian and environmental groups they would like to work with, starting with reforestation and for example, 

removal of the thousands of mines in their Kurdistan’s Garden of Eden using the successful cost-effective hero rats, 

which was requested by Kurdistan Elders. Perhaps the Flying Doctors to assist families harmed by the uranium 

garbage inserted in the bombs we dropped in Bagdad and Takrit, brought to light by Australia’s Dr. Helen Caldicott, 

who won the Nobel Prize for exposing the far-reaching medical affects to millions of people from radiation.  

2C4. LIFTING MARGINALIZED – The UN says that 2,000 tribes a year go extinct from lands contaminated by 

corporations, displacements by dams, unhealed abuses, social injustice… The fund should also similarly lift up each 

country’s own marginalized people and contaminated communities, especially many reservations, like the Pine 
Ridge Lakotas and Navajo who are affected by uranium mining and nuclear dumping in their backyards against their 

will. For example, they should be lifted through reforestation in the non-contaminated parts, renewables, green 

schools and organic gardens and orchards. Plus through tribal sports outreach programs, like the Canadian 

Government wisely funds to help heal and lift self esteem from generationally expanding sexual abuses of their First 

Nations children in their government boarding schools. Native Americans, Aborigines and other tribes were 

similarly abused, but not healed by their governments and have had the highest suicides rates in their countries for 

the last 100 years. By our healing these phenomenal Wisdom keepers and Earth Caretakers, whom the UN’s 192 

member states are now looking to for guidance, united with science, we can streamline healing Mother Earth for our 

children, which is their birthright! 

With the help of these shifted funds another trillion can be saved each year by healing Mother Earth’s heart. The 

Elders say that in healing conflicts through peoples’ hearts we are healing Mother Earth who absorbs in Her body all 

the negative energy from our thoughts, words and actions. She must release that negative energy through 

earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, fires, freaky weather and droughts, unless we heal that pain and restore the joy 

through asking for forgiveness, and doing good deeds. Besides timely green action, we need to also participate, in 

“cross-cultural ceremonies that reconnect us with the heart of Mother Earth,” say the Mayans and other Elders and 
gifted Earth healers. The “snowdance phenomena” in the US in January, that saved the Western ski areas from the 

driest winter in 130 years, is an example of the power of Elders leading snow and rain ceremonies with sincere 

communities. That is why the Sustainability Division of the UN asked our Native American Olympic Team 

Foundation to share our snowdance phenomena with communities worldwide. Exchanging their renewable 

breakthroughs and Ancient wisdom and ceremonies resulted in these solutions and mandates. The tribes call the time 

around 2012, “The Purification” - Mother Earth’s way of cleaning house every 64,000 years as part of a cycle. That 

is why the destruction and cost of natural catastrophes now is the highest ever in recorded history. 

2C5. CONFLICT AND EARTH HEALING COMMITTEE - We suggest creating such a committee to explore the 

wisest strategies, including for reforestation, as having integrity with Nature’s Laws is key. Said the Elders, even if 

we did succeed in outlawing all toxins in the air, sea and land, and reforested the planet, the environmental 

cataclysms would continue until we melt the glaciers in our hearts.  By learning to love each other as God loves us 

we can stop the negative thoughts and emotions that are absorbed by the land that Mother Earth must then release 

through tornadoes, droughts, fires, floods, volcanoes, and tsunamis.  If we then replace those thoughts, words and 

emotions with joyful ones that honor, heal and celebrate each other's gifts, we raise the vibration of the Mother Earth 

and heal Her and ourselves.  An example is the phenomena that results from the joyous cross-cultural rain, snow, 
ocean and garden dances.  

Here are some suggestions of individuals who after dedicated their lives as Earth Caretakers and teachers, 

could help raise awareness of these Ancient Wisdom dynamics that can help streamline facilitating this 
historic purification that we are presently experiencing.  



We suggest creating such a committee to explore the wisest strategies, including for reforestation, as 

having integrity with Nature’s Laws is key. Said the Elders, even if we did succeed in outlawing all toxins in 

the air, sea and land, and reforested Earth, I was surprised to learn that the environmental cataclysms would 

continue. But as we melt the glaciers in our hearts by learning to love each other as God loves us, we can 

stop the negative thoughts that are absorbed by the land, and Mother Earth must release them through 

catastrophes like tornadoes, droughts, fires, floods, volcanoes, and tsunamis that purify the land of them.  
If we then replace those thoughts, words and emotions with joyful ones that honor, heal and celebrate and 

each other's gifts, we raise the vibration of the Mother Earth and heal Her and ourselves, exemplified by 

the phenomena that results from the joyous cross-cultural rain, snow, ocean and garden dances.  

Here are some suggestions of individuals who after dedicating most of their lives as Earth Caretakers and 

teachers and could help raise awareness of this Ancient Wisdom dynamics and help guide humanity 
toward creating more and more heaven on earth:  Renowned Native Elders like Chief Arvol Looking horse 

(Lakota who hosts World Peace and Prayer Day & guided our ceremony that prevented expected terrorism at the 

Utah Olympics), RobertJohn Knapp (Seneca who inspired Pope Benedict to declare in 2008 that “it is a sin to poison 

the water.”), Onondaga Iroquois Chief Oren Lyons, any Hopi selected by Traditional Elders, one or more of the 12 

Indigenous Grandmothers, Dr. Olivia Ellis (Cherokee) Master Gardener who came up with the FREE Tree solution 

for North America, Ted Turner, Nobel Prize winner Dr. Helen Caldicott, young Felix Finkelbeiner, President of The 

Plant-for-the-Planet Foundation,” and leader(s) of the Youth Core, a Mayan leader, Valerie Nunez (Apache) gifted 

West Coast Earth Healer, a member of Stanford’s shared Nobel Prize Team of Dr. Stephen Schneider, Swiss Nobel 

Prize winner Kurt Wuthrich of “Water: the Great Mystery youtube (who studied the original water): Grandmother 
Pauline (Maori) ocean healer, Laura Watson – Giggling Gardens youth seed leader, Tim Watson (Cherokee mystic), 

Architect who creates peace inspiring communities mimicking Nature, Dr. Leonid Sharashkin, UN Forestry advisor 

and editor of the books about the Siberian mystic Anastasia who inspired 35 million organic gardens in Russia plus 

eco villages worldwide, a Mayan leader, Japan’s Dr. Emoto, Austria’s water revitalizer Johann Grander, Kevin 

Costner, (wise oil spill gathering system), Ed Bagley Jr. (docus on Who Killed the Electric Car and Stevia), Lester 

Brown, founder of Earth Watch and Earth Policy Institute, Franklin Russell, Director of EarthDayNetwork, Herman 

Greene Ecozoic Society, Rick Clugston, Earth Charter, Bolivian President Evo Morales (Initiated UN’s 

International Mother Earth Day, Earth Charter Representative, Secretary General Ki-moon, and UN Sustainability 

officer Maria Mercedes Sanchez, who encouraged our Native American Olympic Team Foundation to spread the 

story about our US “Snowdance Phenomena,” resulting in gathering this amazing collection of Ancient wisdom and 

renewable breakthroughs that we put into thee mandates as the wisest ways to heal conflict and Mother Earth and 
design a radiantly sustainable Era. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    

3A. REFORESTING THE WORLD – God’s First Command (Genesis) in the Garden of Eden in the Middle East 

was, “Plant Fruit Trees” and Israel did, to become a shining example of how planting trees can remoisturize even 
deserts into thriving agricultural lands. For the last 6 years the UN’s Billion Tree program has been blessedly 

planting two billion trees each year, plus over a billion by the forest industry and nearly a billion trees over the last 

year thanks to the Earth Day Network’s “Billion Green Acts.” Added to forest services and their free seedlings 

programs in the US and Canada and likely other countries, that adds up to planting 4-5 billion seedlings each year. 

Sounds heartening until you can also find this on Google: 

APPROX 17 BILLION BIG TREES KILLED PER YEAR! - According to Ecology Global Network in 2011, 

“Nearly 4 billion trees worldwide are cut down each year for paper alone, representing about 35 percent of all 

harvested trees.” That is from primary forests and tree plantations! http://www.ecology.com/2011/09/10/paper-

chase/   Most tragic are there are thousands of acres of old-growth forests that are scheduled to be sacrificed for little 

or no reason, according to Elders and UN Forestry advisors.  When they see how Mother Earth has been 

systematically denuded of one of her greatest gifts to humanity,  Her trees, the delegates, as well as an outcry by 

the youth and public at RIO+20, could save these old growth virgin forests that are Olympic transformers of 

CO2 to Oxygen and fountains of medicinals, wisdom and animal habitat. 

Then add that to the number of trees per year lost in wildfires made vulnerable by droughts. The Texas Forest 

Service, for example, said that in 2011, up to “500 million trees” died from their massive wildfires “because of their 

http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/
http://txforestservice.tamu.edu/


drought.” So figure the wildfires worldwide destroy a least 5 billion trees annually and that adds up to a conservative 

17 billion trees cut a year for profit or destroyed from drought and fire.  

National Geographic said that “Deforestation is clearing Earth's forests on a massive scale, often resulting in 

damage to the quality of the land. Forests still cover about 30 percent of the world’s land area, but swaths the size of 

Panama are lost each and every year. And the world’s rain forests could completely vanish in a hundred years at the 

current rate of deforestation.” While the lumber companies plant seedling replacements, many are still young 

plantations. http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/deforestation-overview/ 

3B. EMERGENCY COMMITTEE TO DECIDE NUMBER OF TREES TO PLANT & PROTECT - Did you know 

this simple math showing how we have taken so much from our Mother Earth and done so little to replenish Her, 

why our survival is a risk? Much less asking Her to take a tree out of great need and thanking Her, the traditional 

way. How many trees would it take to save from being cut or burned or replanted each year to lower the 

thermometer and turn the tide for our children? Below are a number of ways, many thanks to Ancient Wisdom. 

Therefore agree to create a committee –see below – to determine a more realistic number of trees to give to each 

country to plant from the oil shifted monies. It could need as many as 12 billion seedlings a year since that is 
approximately the number of trees are cut each year, to create Climate Justice for the youth and save our 

Civilization. But here is why planting 12 billion trees alone is not enough, along with some ways we can agree to 

cost-effectively protect trees and regenerate Eden.  

3C. LIMIT NUMBER OF TREES CUT - Realizing that mature trees are the No. 1 key to turning around our biggest 
threat to survival, besides unilaterally ending Nuclear proliferation and energy, delegates MUST agree to support 

this committee in arriving at a fair realistic plan for countries to unilaterally limit the number of trees cut/harvested.  

YOUTH LEAD TREE PLANTING FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE - In 2011, UN Secretary General Ki-moon turned 
over their Billion Tree Program to the next generation through “The Plant-for-the-Planet Foundation,” a visionary 

youth group based in Germany. Its founder, 9-year-old Felix Finkbeiner, recently told the UN Assembly that we are 

the majority and we’ve done the math and tree planting is the KEY to Climate Justice and our future! He got 100+ 

commitments from determined youth to inspire each country to plant at least one million trees. Their slogan to world 

leaders and adults is: “Stop talking and start planting!” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzksgMrS_7o  

3D. YOUTH TREE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN -Agree that funds could not only assist youth groups, like Felix’s 

tree planting campaigns so they could help plant many more trees.  Plus to assist youth groups, many at RIO+20, to 

include in their brilliant Climate Awareness/Justice Campaigns how we could all help preserve existing trees, 

including through education in schools.  

3E. RECYCLING For example, the US is a paper gluts, but more than half of all paper produced in the US is kept 

out of landfills by recycling it, saving billions of trees. With awareness by the youth plus agreeing on mandating to 

recycle, with tax incentives, a billion trees and huge pollution could be saved.  

3F. SHIFTING TO NON-WOOD SUBSTITUTES FOR PAPER - Agree on mandating a step by step plan to shift 

half the paper manufacturing to non-wood substitutes used by the Chinese (Ancient Wisdom) in the first paper 2,000 

years ago, again used in 7% of paper manufacturing today, which can be grown in months and also eliminate the 

toxic chlorine and other huge amount of contaminants flushed into streams. They just need to buy some more 

conversion machines, which they probably wanted to, so agree to mandate a tax incentive on buying the machines 

since they could save two billion big trees worldwide. http://www.ecology.com/2011/09/10/paper-chase/  

3G. LIVING CHRISTMAS TREES - Plus the US alone cuts 35 million trees for Christmas, so likely over a billion 

worldwide. Yet because each tree is critical for transforming carbon into oxygen, these “Oxygenators” are the real 

Super Heroes on the planet who need our help so they can in turn save us. It’s the Oxygenators vs the Terminators! 

Kids could let everyone and their parents know that, “The best Christmas present for me, is Saving a Tree and 

together we can Save a Billion Trees and a future we all want! 

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/deforestation-overview/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzksgMrS_7o


At Whole Foods in Tucson I bought an organic rosemary herb plant (with pine like needles) grown in the shape of a 

charming little Christmas tree that I decorated, which has gifted me and others with delicious health for years. As 

others learn about these ALARMING Tree Facts they will listen to the youth, whom parents buy the Christmas trees 

for, and instead of buying a cut Christmas tree, they could buy one in a planter and plant it later, (which more and 

more are doing), or buy and decorate a little tree or herb plant for the family room or decorate a tree outside. I must 

have intuitively felt I would be killing a beautiful, living being since I have never bought a Christmas tree, and later 
I learned from the tribes, as well as mystics, like Siberia’s Anastasia, how wise these “Standing Ones” are when you 

lean against the big old ones, the grandmother and grandfather trees, and share your concerns and ask for advise. 

3H. AWARENESS OF FREE TREES & HAPPY PLANTING HELP IN US & CANADA - Cherokee Master 

Gardener Olivia Ellis PhD, guides a tour at President Jefferson’s Monticello Gardens, whose organic seeds created 
First Lady Michelle’s White House Children’s Garden. Thanks to her I learned that there are FREE trees from the 

State Forestry Departments in the US and each Province in Canada. And there is FREE assistance from the 

wonderful local Master and Jr. Master Gardeners and 4H in both countries, especially for planting in schools, 

churches and community areas. So that is a HUGE blessed TREE resource for North Americans if more people 

knew about it! So please spread the word. Call or e-mail your state forestry departments: 

http://www.extension.org/pages/9925/state-and-provincial-master-gardener-coordinators Arbor Day can send you 10 

Free seedlings with joining. http://www.arborday.org/index.cfm Therefore funds for each country to raise awareness 

of existing tree resources through PSA’s (public service announcements).  

3I. KICKING HUNGER IN US & REDUCING IT WORLDWIDE - Inspired also by the Super Bowl players and 

stars wanting to “kick hunger,” we realized that by US and Canadians being aware of these Free tree resources and 

help planting fruit trees, 50 million Americans, 17 million children, the most of any developed country, would not 

have to go to bed hungry. Worldwide a billion people are hungry, half children. The Green School mandate would 

also help in the US and Worldwide. According to Dr. Leonid Sharashkin, UN forestry advisor, “Trees pull up water 

from aquifers to moisturize eco systems, like it did Israel and could the direst famined Sub Saharan desert. Similarly 

growing them in mountains communities can help enhance snow and rain, and growing other crops. In so doing we 
can easily address all these costly emergencies: Hunger and starvation from famines, regenerating the environment, 

slowing down melting glaciers, prevent droughts/forest fires, water de-contamination, low oxygen, malnutrition and 

diabetes, so our Civilization can radiantly bloom. See free tree sources in North America through the forest service 

and youth groups. http://www.uncsd2012.org/rio20/index.php?page=view&nr=1097&type=230&menu=39 

Here are some other resource links to reduce hunger worldwide that can be built on through these mandates, like Jr 

Master Gardener International in many countries. Plus tree resources to go with All Food Bank Emergencies for 

long term solutions. Northern Italy is another models of requiring organic school gardens for lunches. 

http://www.sportsfeatures.com/presspoint/pressrelease/53118/world-hunger-solutions-inspired-by-athletes-first-

ladies-un-siberia-canada-austria-italy-tribes 

3J. CALIFORNIA’S FRUIT TREE TOUR - SCHOOLS THAT ROCK! - Olivia also told me about the ultimate fun 

way to plant trees is California’s “Fruit Tree Tour,” where green-thumbed students drive a bus powered by French 

Fry oil with a rock band and FREE organic fruit trees and share their joyous way of planting, tending and loving 

their trees, and the orchards are spreading! Since it’s important to have fun while getting educated to be great 

caretakers of trees, agree to mandates to fund this ”Fruit Tree Model” wherever people request it worldwide. This is 

a brilliant since “the quality of our relationship with the trees is as important as the quantity of trees planted,” said 

Dr Sharashkin, Russia’s Forestry advisor to the UN. 

3K. ANCIENT WISDOM IN SCHOOLS - Dr Sharashkin is also the editor the Ringing Cedars books about 

Anastasia, the Siberian Mystic, whose books are read by 100 million worldwide, thanks so much to her info on the 

phenomenal powers of plants, including even in space travel. http://ringingcedars.com Providing this kind of 

information in the schools is critical for these billions of seedlings to happily grow, thrive and restore us! See how 

this kind of relationship with plants, envisioned by Anastasia is also helping Russian students be happier and 

accelerating their studies so they can help create a vibrant green future for humanity. (Tekos.org) Agree to fund 

bringing the tree wisdom of Anastasia and the Indigenous Elders, along with renewable energy games to schools 
around the world along with Indigenous-led hikes to see Nature and trees through the eyes of Native peoples, like 

some US Schools.  

http://www.extension.org/pages/9925/state-and-provincial-master-gardener-coordinators
http://www.arborday.org/index.cfm


3L. TREE PLANTING JOBS FOR MAGINALIZED & SEED FUNDS FOR ECO VILLAGES –Since up to half of 

the tree seedlings planted die, also agree to fund jobs for reservations, inner cities, and other marginalized areas if 

they agree to plant and tend large numbers of organic trees in a loving enlightened way. Plus provide seed money for 

eco villages if they similarly plant and lovingly nurture significant numbers of trees, or create nurseries for others.  

MVP’s (Most Valuable Players)-Given the total value of forest products was $186 billion in 2007, lumber and paper 

companies can afford to be team players, take a break, enjoy their wealth while feeling better about themselves by 

becoming MVP’s in saving and regenerating the planet.  

HOW RIO+20 CAN FURTHER LOWER THREMOSTAT AND TURN THE TIDE!                  
Fortunately, the UN’s 2012 Harmony with Nature global interactive webcast, leading up to UN’s International 
Mother Earth Day on April 22, to give Earth Day deeper meaning, came up with the ultimate way to live in harmony 

with Nature:  The consensus at the end of the day was that sustainability is dependent on a combination of science 

and Ancient wisdom through today’s tribes.  Since it takes at least a decade for a tree to get big enough to start 

moisturizing, shading and oxygenating the world, here is where Ancient wisdom, through the tribal Elders can 

additionally save vast forests, so that RIO+20 could truly turn the tide and lower the thermostat. 

http://understory.ran.org/2008/04/22/how-many-trees-are-cut-down-every-year/    

3M. SNOWDANCES - Snowmelt is one of the major sources of drinking and agricultural waters for regions. For 

the last 52 years, Native American Elders have magnanimously helped restore snows and prevented fires with their 
snowdances at U.S. Ski areas. (P. 4, 15) Their prayers also restored snow to Europeans suffering from their 

“warmest winter in 1,250 years in 2007.”  But the ultimate example of Ancient wisdom are the First Skiers in the 

Four Corners of Asia whose Elders have been leading snow gratitude ceremonies for the last 10,000 years. Together 

with their green transportation, mainly horses and skis, they have remained pristine and have Zero droughts. (p.24-5) 

Since scientists predict increasing droughts and therefore wildfires worldwide, which further warm the planet, the 
snowmelt from our press documented “January 2012 U.S. Snowdance Phenomena,” which is now blessedly 

protecting many of our forests from becoming tinderboxes and lost to fires, is a model solution, along with 

Raindances, which have been saving tribes from droughts much longer, for eons. 

RAINDANCES – Since planting seedlings does not equal cutting a tree, that is why 192 countries now recognizing 

and appreciating the gifts of the tribes is so profound, and with their spiritual support and cross-cultural 

participation, including ideally with these passionate brilliant youth (much smarter than we were then) in these 

joyful ceremonies that give gratitude to Mother Earth for the snow, or rain, which inspires more.  Yet Indigenous 

Elders could do so much more to restore moisture to forests and prevent fires or stop them.  Here is an example of 

what many Indigenous Elders are doing worldwide.  The Eddy Box Family (S. Ute Elders) who first saved Vail in 

1963 with Colorado’s first snowdance phenomena, led a raindance with a minister during the huge Colorado 

wildfires in 2004 that saved Durango. A Lakota then raindance saved Denver. (Rollingbears, another Lakota saved 

the Kansas Farmers from losing their farms in 1996, which I witnessed).  Bjorn Dahl as director of Rocky Mt 

Forestry then said after the fires that he so wished he had taken us up on our offer of the Elders helping at the 
beginning of those fires as it could have saved millions of trees, animals and many homes!  And during the 

Southwest Wildfires last summer, the Apaches helped save us from a possible Fukushima by leading a raindance 

and prayer that we further spread worldwide. Thanks also to a multi-cultural group praying on Mt Baldy Ski Area a 

powerful Holy Mountain near LA, the rains came and winds changed and the fires blessedly stopped across the 

street from the Los Alamos Nuclear Lab!  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE5GaHKWQss 

http://www.sportsfeatures.com/presspoint/pressrelease/52756/miracle-at-los-alamos-thanks-to-world-

prayersincluding-on-us-and-uks-holy-mountains.-could-they-protect-londons-2012-olympics 

While the ceremonies of Indigenous Elders, mystics and shamen are not for sale, agree that some of the shifted oil 
subsidies cover their expenses to make possible many more Indigenous Elders, mystics and (respected) shamen 

worldwide to be able lead more cross-cultural gratitude raindances and snowdances to heal and rebalance the land to 

prevent wildfires. Also at the request of the UN Sustainability Division agree to increase the number of Indigenous 

led ocean dances, which raise the vibration of the water where  no toxins exist, through funding assistance, as well 

as for forest and garden dances to enhance the abundant life of trees and food supplies. 



3N. INDIGENOUS FIRE FIGHTERS -The fires are expected to increase each year along with the droughts, say 

scientists, unless we act on these Ancient gifts. Native American Fire Fighters are respected in the U.S. for 

understanding and working with the winds and rains, which have saved millions of acres of forests. Therefore, agree 

that funds go to hire a lot more teams of Indigenous firefighters worldwide, and if needed, funds so Native 

Americans can train other Indigenous Fire Fighters worldwide. A combination of the Elders ceremonies and the 

firefighters could save billions of trees with timely action, making this a priority. Fires are now burning millions of 
trees in the US and other countries as we speak – we just got a call for help in Colorado. And through these 

phenomena, more and more will wake up, as the snowdances have the skiers that Mother Earth is a sensitive 

compassionate Being who listens. Since these fires are further heating up our planet, this cost-effective way to 

prevent and stop them would help keep the planet cooler in two ways: less fires and tens of millions of saved trees 

worldwide pulling up moisture from the aquifers to protect regions. (See below our recommendations for this 

committee since there are other Ancient Wisdom factors that need to be explained). 

3O. “SEEING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TREES” - Here is some additional pertinent practical and ancient 

wisdom, from Russia’s Leonid Sharashkin PhD, UN Forestry advisor and editor of the books about the Siberian 

mystic Anastasia who inspired 35 Russians family organic farms and eco villages worldwide. He said that, “planting 

trees is not just about ecology - it is about creating the connection between humans and the earth. Besides, just 

"planting" is not enough because most trees which are just "planted" die. It's like giving birth to a child and doing 

nothing else to nourish or educate her/him, hoping it would somehow survive. So, the important part is to plant and 

see to the establishment (provide the necessary care) of the tree.  And, ultimately, it's not about quantity - it's about 

QUALITY. And you can't ponder this question without addressing the CONSUMPTION - if we continue to 

consume trees the way we do, without acknowledging them as living beings, no amount of planting will help. (A 
First Nation’s Environmental leaders said that his people think like Anastasia.) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3P. INDIA TREE MODEL – Dr. Sharashkin called “India the simplest of all possible examples of self-help. The 

Good Lord has not disinherited any of his children, and as far as India is concerned he has given her a variety of 

trees, unsurpassed anywhere in the world. There are trees for almost all human needs. One of the greatest teachers of 

India was the Buddha who included in his teaching the obligation of every good Buddhist that he should plant and 

see to the establishment of one tree at least every five years. As long as this was observed, the whole large area of 

India was covered with trees, free of dust, with plenty of water, shade, food and materials. Just imagine you could 

establish an ideology which would make it obligatory for every able-bodied person in India, man, woman and child, 

to do that little thing - to plant and see to the establishment of one tree a year, five years running. This, in a five-year 

period, would give you 2,000 million established trees. Anyone can work it out on the back of an envelope that the 

economic value of such an enterprise, intelligently conducted, would be greater than anything that has ever been 
promised by any of India's five-year plans. It could be done without a penny of foreign aid; there is no problem of 

savings and investment. It would produce foodstuffs, fibers, building material, shade, water, almost anything that 

man really needs. India would be a model for the economist E.F. Schumacher, who expressed it beautifully, "Small 

is Beautiful".  

Dr. Sharashkin says there are many trees that have much greater value as annual sources of wild crops, such as black 

walnuts, hickory, pine nuts and many others that should be explored which could save millions of trees.  

In Co-creation (book 4 of Ringing Cedars) Anastasia suggests a model for the future where everyone has a couple 

acres of their own land where to plant trees - so that every family, in the long run, becomes self-sufficient in all the 
products that trees provide (food, building materials etc.). Having these little plots in Russia following the shift 

toward democracy has resulted in 35 million organic gardens tended by loving hands that are now producing 80% of 

their food. This has done wonders to help restore their air, water, soil, health and maintain abundant snows, 

including at Sochi. 

4. ENFORCEABLE LAWS TO PROTECT AIR, WATER, SOIL - Agree on a mandate to create (ethically) 

scientifically realistic enforceable (Nature’s) Laws guided by the Elders to protect the water, air, land and 

endangered species with SIGNIFICANT fines to countries to deter contamination and pay for clean ups and all those 

harmed, as you cannot restore land and water to its priceless pristine state, nor many people’s health and children in 

their developing years. Or, give Mother Earth Rights as guidelines, like Ecuador and Bolivia in their Constitutions. 



Last year an Ecuadorian river won in a court case against a polluter. And post these RIO+20 Report Cards like 

corporations do quarterly. 

5. NO CORPORATION MAY OWN A COUNTRY’S WATER - Following the lead of Latin American Women, 

agree on a mandate that NO corporation may own a country’s water. It is a human right. And to keep energy and 

water bills the lowest for those who use the least to preserve the Earth’s energy, air, water and lands for the People.  

6. FORGIVE MORTAGES - Agree on a mandate to forgive mortgages using Iceland’s model to put People First 

and help create booming economies and restore the financial integrity of banks and countries.  

7 A. BAN 100 MOST LETHAL TOXINS - Using the E.U. and Japan as models, agree on a mandate to ban 100 of 

the worst toxins out of 82,000 in the market place today within two years so we have a chance to regenerate our 

glaciers, children’s developmental health and oceans to prevent “massive die outs.” (CNN) The number one toxin is 

nuclear radiation because some Elders say that it is far more destructive than all other toxins combined.  

7 B. PROTECT ANIMALS FROM TOXINS TESTING - Elders agree with a proposed US requirement of 

protecting millions of animals by testing toxins using human cells in petri dishes. Meanwhile we strongly suggest 

that the UN partners with each country to complete a list of all natural products recommended on the UN’s Earth 

Caretakers List. (like organic certified) 

7C. REQUIRE GOLF COURSES GO GREEN - To keep golf courses open as long as possible by preventing 

shortages of healthy drinking water, agree on a mandate that all golf courses immediately make water conservation 

steps to then shift to green practices (pesticide and herbicide-free) to be completed within 2-3 years. The desert, 

mountain and ocean courses should be within two years since they are most critical for survival. With desert golf 

courses using a million gallons of mainly drinking water a day, this global shift could protect approx a quadrillion 

gallons a year of water worldwide since almost 1,000 golf courses shifting through Audubon international to green 

practices have protected approx a trillion gallons of public water. And there are 32,000 golf courses in the world, 

20,000 of them in the US. Since golf just became an Olympic sport, demonstrate good sportsmanship to your guest 

players and nature, by heroicly contributing this major solution to regenerating Mother Earth.  

8. BOTTLED WATER PURITY DISCLOSURE - Agree on a mandate to require bottlers to list in “ingredients” the 

water purity standards for plastic water bottles and beverages by an independent testing company. Plus a mandate 

for cities and countries to be up to a standard of water purity and to regularly publish purity standards so locals and 

visitors can compare purity standards of bottled water to tap water to decide if tap is healthier given that plastic 

leeches into water and plastic is destroying our oceans. Suggest exploring Grander and other revitalization systems 
to raise water standards, to restore contaminated water, and to reduce chemical usage by industries, plus solar 

desalinization to offset water shortages from melting glaciers to keep the peace and health. (Grander.org) 

9. BAN GMO’S - Agree on a mandate to ban the use of Genetically Modified Organisms - GMO seeds, and their 

related nano technology (mutating Nature by injecting fish genes into plants…), as the only way to guard the purity 
of natural seeds and (embryonic seeds of humans) those eating them. Some GMOs can rupture the stomachs of 

everything that eats them, insect, animals or infants, yet lobbyists have prevented them from being disclosed on 

ingredients in many countries like the US. Both Pope John-Paul II and Pope Benedict have warned farmers about the 

danger of using GMO seeds. Vandana Shiva: Create Food Democracy, Occupy our Food Supply explains how 

GMO seeds are blowing into organic fields and cross-pollinating with heirloom seeds that reproduce forever. If the 

use of GMOs is not stopped at RIO+20, these "suicide" seeds, because they die each year, could soon put most of 

the world's food supply in the hands of corporations with one goal: Profits. Europe and other countries have banned 

the import, sale, use and planting of GMOs due to “lack of testing and long term study of human health and 

environmental effects.” Tests on animals that refused to eat GMO feed, and were force-fed, “developed mutations, 

lesions, abnormalities, diseases…and some have died.” African countries resisted thanks to grandma-power and 

GMO seeds lost their resistance to insects. Asia and the US have succumbed the most to GMO takeovers. 
“Regardless of dozens of scientific warnings, the FDA has approved use of GMO ingredients in 75+% of America’s 

foods and body products.” http://www.purezing.com/living/toxins/living_toxins_gmofoods.html 

http://understory.ran.org/2012/02/27/create-food-democracy-occupy-our-food-supply/


When Oren Lyons, Chief and Faithkeeper of the Onondaga Nation of the Haudenosaunee (otherwise known as the 

Iroquois Confederacy or Six Nations: the Onondaga, the Mohawk, the Seneca, the Cayuga, the Oneida, and the 

Tuscarora), opened the United Nations ceremonies in the General Assembly for the 1993 International Year of the 

World's Indigenous People, he asked Chief Arvol Looking Horse to deliver a blessing in the Lakota language, then 

called for world peace and harmony after which he thanked everyone.  

Oren began his talk by explaining the democratic principles their societies were based on. He said, "We were told 

that the seed is the Law. Indeed, it is the Law of Life. It is the Law of Regeneration. Within the seed is the 

mysterious and spiritual force of life and creation. Our mothers nurture and guard that seed, and we respect and love 

them for that, just as we love Etenoha, Mother Earth, for the same spiritual work and mystery." He also shared a 

prophecy he had been told that a time would come when tending their gardens they would pull up their plants and 
the vines would be empty. He said those days are now as nuclear and toxic waste had been dumped on their precious 

land. Sterility, not regeneration, had been handed to them. He concluded by saying, "We need the courage to change 

our values for the regeneration of our families, the life that surrounds us. We can raise ourselves. We must join 

hands with the rest of creation and speak of common sense, responsibility, brotherhood, and peace. We must 

understand that the law is the seed, and only as true partners can we survive."  

That was twenty years ago. Since then more nuclear waste has been dumped on their lands, more uranium mining, 

coal, gas and fracking. On top of that GMO crops from neighboring areas have cross pollinated their heirloom seeds 

and contaminated them, whoever eats them, as well as the land and water that receives them.  

10. BAN MERCURY DENTAL FILLINGS - Since silver-mercury dental fillings are 50% mercury and are half the 

cause of mercury contamination of streams and oceans of many countries, including the U.S., and it causes fetal 

brain damage in pregnant women, Alzheimers and many disorders (on http://spiritofhealing.com/diseases-caused-

by-mercury), follow Norway, Sweden and Denmark and agree on a mandate to ban mercury dental fillings. Norwe-

gian Minister of Environment Erik Solheim said, "Mercury is among the most dangerous environmental toxins." 

Mom’s Against Dental Mercury” and “Coalition for a Mercury Free America” just won a lawsuit against the FDA 

for harming U.S. children. In so doing we may someday drink and fish out of our world’s streams like Kitzbuhl.  

Our U.S. Government (OSHA) pays for evacuating public places if a mercury thermometer is broken, since one 

dental filling can contaminate a 20 acre lake. Governments should pick up the difference of the slightly higher cost 

of a non toxic filling, like white resins, which “do no harm” to Man (and should be Nature)– the Hippocratic Oath as 

a cost-effective preventive measure for protecting our waters, restoring fishing in streams, and paying for fetal brain 

damaged children they have knowingly let happen for years. This was guided in part by Mexican-American 

Biological Dentist Dr. Roberto Villafana, whose Mayan people pioneered dentistry. He has helped Mexico be nearly 

mercury free after helping, along with Olympians, tribes, Environmental Committee Chairman Senator Jim Jeffords/ 

Iroquois Jeff Munger,  the US reduce dental mercury by 48% over 7 years. Wall St. no long funds mercury mining!  

11. 5 KEYS TO PSYCHOLOGICALLY HEALTHY CHILDREN - To ending bullying, children shooting children, 

and foster peaceful generations, agree on a mandate that requires schools to provide daily PE, Arts classes, organic 

sprouts or gardens and orchards for school lunches (to reduce hunger, malnutrition & diabetes as a human right), and 

at least one Indigenous-led hike in Nature in schools, to create psychologically healthy children, according to Swiss 

Father of Modern Psychology, Carl Jung. Reduction of crime would be huge.  

12. SLO FOOD TAX INCENTIVES & SHIFT AG SUBSIDIES – Organic Farmers Markets are booming.  Meryl 

Streep shared on Ellen being part of the growing coops with organic trees, including in cities where people pay 

something so they can enjoy what others locally farm.  Organic-Select in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico is an on-line coop 
that also delivers. To restore blue skies by saving even more mega-tons of carbon on most food traveling an average 

of 3,000 miles, mandate that governments give tax incentives to restaurants serving slo (local grown) produce, along 

with stores and supermarkets identifying local produce ideally in a section to bolster awareness of local farmers so 

consumers know which fruits and veggies are the freshest, sweetest, and most Earth-friendly and in harmony with 

our bodies. As part of the mandate, shift subsidies from Agriculture that creates a surplus, which the US is about to 

stop, to agree to shift it to assist farmers get certified to be organic farms like the Mexican Government does in 

partnership with USDA officials.  Close to 80% of it is exported to the US, instead of their own people, partly from 

lack of awareness, but that’s changing thanks to CNN’s Toxic America Series airing worldwide.  All organic 

http://spiritofhealing.com/diseases-caused-by-mercury
http://spiritofhealing.com/diseases-caused-by-mercury


importers to the US must meet all the requirements of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Organic 

program. It must be produced without the use of toxic synthetic pesticides, artificial fertilizers, sewage sludge, 

genetically modified organisms, or irradiation.  Certification includes inspection of farm fields and processing 

facilities, detailed record keeping of what inputs were applied to the land, and if there’s cause for concern, soil, and 

water testing.  Mexico has the most organic farms in the world, 110,000, though of modest size, and they are owned 

mainly by their Indigenous – using their ancient wisdom and love for the land.  
http://www.pccnaturalmarkets.com/sc/1101/sc1101-mexican-organics.html   

13. GREEN BUILDING INCENTIVES - Whole Earth Architect Nir Buras says that air-conditioning and heating 
(buildings and hot water) are 50% of energy use, compared to cars 15%. Solar is already saving countries significant 

money and pollution. For example: “Solar hot-water heaters: 60 million arrays is providing hot water for 250 million 

Chinese, almost a quarter of the country—compared with less than 1 percent in America,” according to Bill 

McKibben, author of the 1989 first book on global warming, The End of Nature, in his June article, Time For 

Outrage On Behalf of the Planet. It's Time to Fight the Status Quo. Mexico’s top hotel chain may be following suit.  

Since buildings are such huge energy guzzlers, RIO+20 delegates must also agree to mandate tax incentives for 

Green Building beyond using renewables. Since buildings and builders who include Ancient Wisdom are huge 

energy savers, those who comply with agreed upon green standards should receive these tax incentives. Buras says 

that orienting buildings and openings to create passive solar can cut energy needs by 15%. Others include 

incorporating traditional 24" thick walls, tall windows (not wide ones), tall ceilings, curtains and shutters, lots of 

lightwells and atriums for large buildings, arcades and/or very narrow streets and lots of trees for shade, plus 

collecting and storing water by making channels, dams, ponds and cisterns, like Rome! He also recommends “snow 

as insulation in winter. It looks pretty and usually the more beautiful something looks, the more sustainable it is.” 
Wood pellets, if harvested using sustainable practices, can also replace oil. Now is the time to be able to get 

affordable solar panels or other renewables with information via Solar International. It is also important to educate 

the public, builders and children’s environmental classes.  

14. ZERO WASTE -Agree to create a committee to come up with a plan to implement the ancient wisdom of Zero 
Waste, with a realistic step by step mandate timetable. The Garbage Island dead zone in the Pacific has grown from 

the size of Texas to the size of the US, and our oceans are dying, makes this a priority! Instead of “managing” waste, 

the Zero philosophy and campaign eliminates it. The E.U. provides a brilliant model. After creating a law requiring 

composting, many families and schools also have thriving organic gardens, which is protecting and enriching the  

soil of the E.U., while turning around diabetes and malnutrition, improving air, water, and land quality and health 

since dumps create toxic fumes in 48 hours and makes prime real estate uninhabitable. Zero waste considers the 

entire life cycle of material objects – natural resource extraction, processing, production, transportation, 

consumption, and disposal – which is exhausting the planet’s resources and increasing pollution. Within six months, 

the committee should agree on mandates, on how to make extraction, manufacturing, and packaging as toxic free as 

possible, to create a society that lives sustainably on a finite resource base. For example Grander.org, unites ancient 

wisdom with technology to reduce toxic chemical needs in a variety industries worldwide, including swimming 

pools as proven by the Russian Academy of Natural Science, and very cost-effectively. Creating Zero Waste will 

infuse local economies with jobs, reduce energy demands and thus climate change, and save local governments huge 

money that is spent cleaning up industries’ messes, which will no longer be tolerated under this mandate. Polluters 

will not only pay for clean up but a penalty far greater than the profit that they received as part of these People First 

Mandates. http://truth-out.org/opinion/item/9695-not-wasting-the-waste-creating-environmental-sustainability= 

15. STEVIA SWEETENER AWARENESS - Since eliminating sugary sodas in the LA school district reduced 

violence by 65%, (NPR) encourage countries to grow or consume Stevia, the herbal sweetener with Zero Carbs and 

make it available at publicly funded places to serve as a model to save taxpayers on hefty healthcare costs of public 
officials and be a model for society. Stevia, a sweet tasting cousin of mint, discovered 1,600 years ago by South 

American tribes, can also help countries win their wars on diabetes and alcoholism, since alcohol is a fermented 

sugar. Especially given the trend: Mexico’s ban on sugary junk foods in and around schools. To combat obesity, 

NY’s Mayor Bloomberg proposed in June to eliminate sale of 16 oz Supersize drinks at public places. Supported by 

First Lady Michelle, Disney in June announced its “Mickey Check” where no foods with over 10 grams of sugar get 

his Seal of Approval, since most drinks have 40 grams of sugar and the recommended total daily limit is 15 grams 

http://www.pccnaturalmarkets.com/sc/1101/sc1101-mexican-organics.html
http://www.commondreams.org/bill-mckibben
http://www.commondreams.org/bill-mckibben


per day. Since sugary soda machines are banned in many US schools, big bottlers are starting to offer stevia 

sweetened drinks in many countries.  Stevia can help get the numbers down to supplement a healthy diet: Two 

studies released in December by The Biggest Loser TV Show and world-renowned naturopath, Dr. Gabriel Cousins, 

found that groups of obese diabetics eating a diet of fresh raw organic fruits and veggies for 30 days ENDED 

diabetes! (http://www.rawfor30days.com/RawFor30/12-2011-half-off-tv.html)  

The US, EU and Mexico are beginning to follow the Asian Model. Since the 70’s, many Asian countries banned the 

toxic synthetic sweeteners and now grow and consume the most stevia (in about half their products), which lowered 

diabetes and has contributed to their 10 year higher life expectancy than the US.  Instead of the world diabetes epi-

demics nearly bankrupting countries, stevia and our mandates, through organic trees and gardens in schools, can 

help countries save big monies for other community needs.  Since addicts mainly focus on their addictions, and the 
sick, hungry, depressed and impoverished have little energy – which is a major percentage of humanity - no wonder 

Mother Earth is in crisis!  With the delegates choosing LIFE through these 15 Mandates that follow Natures Laws, 

together we can create happy generations of brilliant Earth Caretakers on a vibrant green planet!  

               PENALTIES USED FOR RENEWABLES IN POOREST COUNTRIES                          
By mandating and incorporating a combination of these 15 priorities into our homes and countries, we are 

FINALLY keeping our eye on the ball (Mother Earth), so we can win this most challenging ever Super Bowl of 

Life! Just as sports need agreed upon rules with penalties, or mayhem could happen, and good fences make good 

neighbors, humans need healthy boundaries and be responsible for our actions or consequences with NO double-

standards, to have healthy thriving societies. Therefore, countries also need incentives and penalties or teeth for 

those meeting or not meeting agreed upon standards or clean air, water and land, or fulfilling or not these 15 

mandates to protect our life support systems since mayhem got us here. When Roman Emperor Nero openly cheated 

at their Ancient Olympics, their 1,000 year Games crumbled along with their Civilization.  Sound familiar today? 

THE GOOD NEWS is these penalties for countries who do not comply should be used for real offsets to restore the 

world’s biosphere.  Not PR ones that allow corporations to pay a token to further destroy our priceless life support 
systems.  Since many countries are poor because they have been exploited by corporations and Super Powers, we 

recommend that the countries with the highest green standards, thanks to their best practices, use those penalties to 

help developing countries, starting with the poorest, develop renewable energy, water revitalization, massive tree 

plantings, and electric cars.  That would include marginalized US, Canadian and other tribes in developed (richer) 

countries living in 3rd World conditions so they may more effectively help heal our planet.  Therefore, this win-win 

for Mother Earth will also help restore more social justice.  This solution gives all countries a strong incentive to 

work together to meet RIO+20 mandated standards, along with giving an economic boost to all the green countries 

and businesses through our proposed “UN’s Earth Caretakers Awards.”  This is NO Fire Drill!      
 

                                       UN EARTH CARETAKERS AWARDS!  

 The Nobel Peace Prizes and “CNN’s Heroes” have shown us the incredible power of honoring innovative 

compassionate leaders to advance our Civilization.  Similarly the UN could honor countries with the highest green 

standards each year, and those making the biggest progress, during a week of events surrounding their International 

Mother Earth Day, through our proposed “UN Earth Caretakers Awards,” the crowning event!    

The UN could also honor the World’s corporations, companies, associations, non-profits, individuals and tribes who 

have, for example, created:  The Greenest Cars, Renewable Energy Innovations, Green Products, Reforestation, 

Purifying Water Model, Purifying the Oceans Model, Greenest Ski Area, Blue Sky City Model, Green School 

Model, Green Medicine (to protect water & children), Green Agriculture, a Country that Best Bridges Science and 

Indigenous Wisdom, Non-Proliferation Leadership, Nuclear Waste Solution, All Countries Committing to Shifting 

from Nuclear to Renewables that year and Completed Shift.    

Given his enormous contributions mentioned herein, Ted Turner could be honored.  He would either this year or 

next pick an individual and/or a corporation who has done the most for humanity in innovative ways for the greater 

good of all, to receive the Ted Turner Earth Caretaker Award.   

http://www.rawfor30days.com/RawFor30/12-2011-half-off-tv.html


To give green corporations and companies a big boost while securing a world mandate to ban 100 toxins, or 

countries  passing “Safe Chemicals Acts,” the UN could print a list developed with each country of the products that 

are all natural or organic and Earth Friendly and merit an “UN Earth Caretakers Stamp of Approval” - like Disney’s 

“Mickey Check.”  The UN’s Sustainability Division already has a huge database on toxins in each country.  

Since President Gorbachev was the first Head of State to blow the whistle and educate the world about the 

unparalleled danger of nuclear weapons and energy and its stockpiled waste through his Green Cross, with branches 

in 31 countries today, he could be honoured.  In turn he could choose today’s champion of a Nuclear-Free world, for 

the Gorbachev Earth Caretakers Award, likely the Ukraine.  And since the world’s water rights are mainly protected 

as a human right thanks to Bolivia’s Marcela Olivera, the UN could honor her.  To also spotlight women’s quieter 

leadership, like the tribes, in regenerating Mother Earth, have a Marcela Olivera Earth Caretaker Award. 

This Event could start with a magnificently uplifting Opening Ceremonies where tribal Elders and mystics would be 

honored for their phenomenal gifts to humanity, share some Ancient Wisdom, Bless the People and lead a Prayer 

Celebrating Mother Earth Gifts joined by World Citizens via TV and webcasts.   Bolivian President Evo Morales 

and his Team could be honored for his evolutionary initiating of both International Mother Earth Day and Harmony 
with Nature Day.  President Morales could pick the recipient of the Evo Morales Earth Caretakers Award for Tribal 

Breakthroughs.  For example, the tribes of Paraguay, Argentina… for discovering Stevia 1,600 years ago, which is 

now helping turn around diabetes epidemics worldwide so it also doesn’t bankrupt countries.  I bet there is a decent 

chance CNN would want to cover this awards event, which would be the best FREE advertisement for tourism and 

products in the world so that those who do right for humanity and Mother Earth keep thriving.  I think we are all 

clear that She prefers us to accentuate the positive so our human race can celebrate Her Heroic Earth Caretakers.   

                                                                WORKSHOPS   

Until we are out of this World Eco Emergency, there could be workshops every six months, hosted by rotating UN 

Member States, where countries and companies exchange best practices and partner on projects, befitting of 2012’s 

UN Year of Cooperation.   This could attract investors looking to finance world eco solutions, like electric car 

companies, solar desalinization and tidal turbine development.  The first “Earth Caretakers Workshop” could be 

launched that week.  

We pray that the delegates at RIO+20 will consider adopting some or all of these 15 mandates. guided by some of 

the great Earth Wisdomkeepers, scientists, ski areas and youth, to streamline this new Dawn for Mother Earth and 

humanity that we all want!  

                                                          

                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

                ELDERS’ 15 GREEN MANDATES for RIO+20                                                                                                      
                                                                                                         

                 Simplified Mandates for Voting 
                                                                                                                        

 
                                                                   By Olympic Skier, Suzy Chaffee, co-chair                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                       Native American Olympic Team Foundation  

 

1 A. TOTAL NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT - The Number One Priority of Native American and other Indigenous 

Elders for RIO+20 is agreeing on the mandate for a total World Nuclear Disarmament by setting streamlined 

timetables toward creating a Nuclear-Free World.  

1B. CLOSE ALL NUCLEAR-URANIUM FACILITIES - agree to mandate closing all nuclear-uranium facilities 

with streamlined timetables, to get to a Secure World.  

1C. STOP NUCLAR SUBSIDIES AND LOANS & SHIFT THEM TO RENEWABLES NEAR REACTORS - 

Delegates also agree to stop all the subsidies and loans for anything nuclear or uranium and shift them to massive 

building campaigns of off-the-grid solar and wind facilities, requiring millions of workers. Locate them first near all 

438 nuclear reactors, like New Mexico does, which could have prevented Fukushima’s meltdown, agree that 

subsidies should also pay for free healthcare with a major focus on cost-effective Prevention using the Ancient 

Wisdom of drug-free acupuncture and medicinals.  

2A. END FOSSIL FUEL SUBSIDIES - “by ending fossil fuel subsidies and loans.  

2B. STOP OFF-SHORE DRILLING - Oil spills have killed millions and destroyed millions of families, plus 

priceless shoreline ecosystems and are a threat to human survival, we urge agreeing on a mandate to end all off-

shore drilling with a timetable. The Indigenous Elders, water revitalizers and healers like Austria’s Johann Grander 

and Japan’s Dr. Emoto, who partners with the tribes and environmentalists, could accelerate the healing and 

regenerating of the oil spilled areas through leading cross-cultural ceremonies and using other ancient wisdom. 

Therefore agree to provide some expense monies to help make that possible.  

2C1. SHIFT OIL SUBSIDIES TO RENEWABLES +Reforestation, Electric Cars, Green Schools, Peace Depts– It is 

critical to agree to shift this $1 trillion dollars of taxpayer subsidies from Big Oil, Tar Sands, Coal and Gas to 

renewables, which would create billions of green jobs, restore clearer air, water and lands and maximize the 

longevity in this transition to a milder climate of glaciers, snowsports, islands and coastal communities. 

http://www.avaaz.org/en/can_mexico_save_the_planet/?cl=1829986560&v=14691  

2C2. BUILD BILLIONS OF 300 MPG ELECTRIC CARS & BIKE SHARES – Agree that this shift funding be 

used to also streamline getting billions of 300 mpg electric cars on the road for 2014, invented by Jr & high school 

students (p 61). http://www.lacar.com/?p=5077 and http://forum.deviantart.com/community/politics/1722805/ Plus 

following the success of 200 Bike Share Cities (P 15), provide programs for every city and town to also help restore 

our blue skies.  

http://www.avaaz.org/en/can_mexico_save_the_planet/?cl=1829986560&v=14691
http://www.lacar.com/?p=5077
http://forum.deviantart.com/community/politics/1722805/


2C3. GREEN SCHOOLS – Agree to direct funds to turn every school into healthy green buildings with renewable 

energy with organic gardens and orchards plus sprout seeds, a superfood they can grow in days indoors all year long 

even without a garden to give children the basic human right to health through nutritious lunches to greatly reduce 

starvation, hunger, malnutrition and diabetes. Provide fruit trees along with all (costly) emergency Food Bank Aid 

for long term solutions. Trees pull up water from aquifers to moisturize eco systems to address starvation, and one 

billion hungry Earth Citizens, half children, to also prevent droughts, forest fires, malnutrition and diabetes.  

2C4. DEPARTMENTS OF PEACE - Ted Turner said in May on CNN’s Pierce Morgan that we need to save the 

oceans, abolish poverty, renounce war since violence escalates it, and disarm all nuclear weapons since they would 

destroy all life on earth. He said we need to focus on treating all people with dignity and respect and solving things 

diplomatically through the UN, its purpose, for which he magnanimously donated two billion dollars! Let’s do it 
through these 15 mandates: Agree to a mandate that part of the oil and nuclear subsidies, which caused the wars, 

along with a percentage of the defense budgets, be shifted to a “Department of Peace” in each country aimed at 

healing the roots of the need for nuclear or any kind of weaponry, as well as the marginalized in their own countries.  

2C5. CONFLICT AND EARTH HEALING COMMITTEE - We suggest creating a Conflict and Earth Healing 
Committee to explore the wisest strategies, including for reforestation, as having integrity with Nature and Her Laws 

is Key. And these suggested members have some of the most glowing track records: Ted Turner and renowned 

Native Elders (see “Detailed” Mandates next) 

3. REFORESTING THE WORLD – APPROX 17 BILLION BIG TREES KILLED PER YEAR!  

3A. EMERGENCY COMMITTEE TO DECIDE NUMBER OF TREES TO PLANT AND PROTECT                                             

Agree to create a committee –see below – to determine a more realistic number of trees to give to each country to 

plant from the oil shifted monies. It could need as many as 12 billion seedlings a year since that is approximately the 
number of trees are cut each year, to save our Civilization. But here is why planting 10 billion trees alone is not 

enough, along with some ways we can agree to cost-effectively protect trees and regenerate Eden.  

3B. LIMIT NUMBER OF TREES CUT - Agree to support this committee in arriving at a fair realistic plan for 

countries to unilaterally limit the number of trees cut/harvested.  

3C. YOUTH TREE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN -Agree that funds could not only assist youth groups, like Felix’s 

tree planting campaigns so they could possibly plant many more trees, plus assist youth groups, many at RIO+20, to 

include in their brilliant Climate Awareness Campaigns how we could all help preserve existing trees. Including 

through education in schools.  

3D. RECYCLING - agreeing on mandating to recycle paper, with tax incentives, that could save billions of trees and 

huge pollution.  

3E. SHIFTING TO NON-WOOD SUBSTITUTES FOR PAPER - Agree on mandating a step by step plan to shift 

half the paper manufacturing to non-wood substitutes used by the Chinese (Ancient Wisdom) in the first paper 2,000 

years ago, again used in 7% of paper manufacturing today, which can be grown in months and also eliminate the 

toxic chlorine and other huge amount of contaminants flushed into streams. Agree to mandate a tax incentive on 

buying the machines that could save two billion big trees worldwide. http://www.ecology.com/2011/09/10/paper-

chase/  

3F. LIVING CHRISTMAS TREES - Plus the US alone cuts 35 million trees for Christmas, so likely over a billion 

worldwide.  

3G. AWARENESS OF FREE TREES & HAPPY PLANTING HELP IN US & CANADA - Therefore funds for 

each country to raise awareness of existing tree resources through PSA’s (public service announcements).  

3H. KICKING HUNGER IN US & REDUCING ONE BILLION HUNGRY, HALF CHILDREN WORLDWIDE - 

Agree to build on the best practices of existing resources to reduce Hunger. Herein are some other resource links to 

reduce hunger worldwide, like Jr Master Gardener International in many countries. Plus tree resources to go with All 

Food Bank Emergencies for long term solutions.  



3I. CALIFORNIA’S FRUIT TREE TOUR - SCHOOLS THAT ROCK! - agree to fund this “Fruit Tree Model” 

wherever people request it worldwide. This is a brilliant since “the quality of our relationship with the trees is as 

important as the quantity of trees planted,” said Dr Sharashkin. 

3J. ANCIENT WISDOM IN SCHOOLS - Agree to fund bringing the tree wisdom of Anastasia and the Indigenous 

Elders, along with renewable energy games to schools worldwide along with Indigenous-led hikes to see Nature and 

trees through the eyes of Native peoples, like some US Schools.  

3K. TREE PLANTING JOBS FOR MAGINALIZED –Agree to fund jobs for reservations, inner cities, and other 

marginalized areas if they agree to manage in their enlightened way to plant and tend large numbers of trees. Plus 

seed money to start eco villages if they similarly plant and lovingly nurture significant numbers of trees, or create 

nurseries for others.  

RIO+20 DELEGATES COULD LOWER THE THERMOSTAT AND TURN THE TIDE! 

3L. RAINDANCES & SNOWDANCES– Since planting seedlings does not equal cutting a tree, that is why 192 

countries now recognizing and appreciating the gifts of the tribes is so profound. While the ceremonies of 

Indigenous Elders, mystics and shamen are not for sale, agree that some of the shifted oil subsidies cover their 
expenses to make possible many more Indigenous Elders, mystics and (respected) shamen worldwide to be able lead 

more cross-cultural gratitude raindances and snowdances to heal and rebalance the land to prevent wildfires. Plus 

ocean and garden dances. 

3M. INDIGENOUS FIRE FIGHTERS -The fires are expected to increase each year along with the droughts say 

scientists. Agree that funds go to hire a lot more teams of Indigenous firefighters worldwide, and if needed, funds so 

Native Americans can train other Indigenous Fire Fighters worldwide.  Also at the request of the UN Sustainability 

Division given the oceans are dying, agree on the funding to increase the number of Indigenous-led ocean dances.  

Their love and appreciation raise the vibration of the water where no toxins exist, demonstrated by Japan’s Dr. 

Emoto.  Also for expenses for forest and garden dances to enhance the abundant life of trees and food supplies. 

4. ENFORCEABLE LAWS TO PROTECT AIR, WATER, SOIL -Agree on a mandate to create (ethically) 

scientifically realistic enforceable (Nature’s) Laws guided by the Elders and top scientists to protect the water, air, 

land and endangered species with SIGNIFICANT fines to countries. Or, give Mother Earth Rights as guidelines 

5. NO CORPORATION MAY OWN A COUNTRY’S WATER - Following the lead of Latin American Women, 

agree on a mandate that NO corporation may own a country’s water. It is a human right. And to keep energy and 

water bills the lowest for those who use the least to preserve the Earth’s energy, air, water and lands for the People.  

6. FORGIVE MORTAGES -Agree on a mandate to forgive mortgages using Iceland’s model to put People First and 

help create booming economies and restore the financial integrity of banks and countries.  

7A. BAN 100 MOST LETHAL TOXINS -Using the E.U. and Japan as models, agree on a mandate to ban 100 of 

the worst toxins out of 82,000 in the market place today within two years so we have a chance to regenerate our 
glaciers, children’s developmental health and oceans to prevent “massive die outs.” 

7B. PROTECT ANIMALS FROM TOXINS TESTING - UN partners with each country to complete a list of all 

natural products recommended on the UN’s Earth Caretakers List. (like organic certified) 

7C. REQUIRE GOLF COURSES GO GREEN - To keep golf courses open as long as possible by preventing 
shortages of healthy drinking water, agree on a mandate that all golf courses immediately make water conservation 

steps to then shift to green practices (pesticide and herbicide-free) to be completed within 2-3 years. The desert, 

mountain and ocean courses should be within two year since they are most critical for survival. With desert golf 

courses using a million gallons of mainly drinking water a day, this global shift could protect approx a quadrillion 

gallons a year. 



8. BOTTLED WATER PURITY DISCLOSURE -Agree on a mandate to require bottlers to list water purity 

standards in “ingredients” in plastic and glass water bottles and beverages by an independent testing company. Plus 

a mandate for cities and countries to be up to a standard of water purity and to regularly publish purity standards so 

locals and visitors can compare purity standards of bottled water to tap water to decide if tap is healthier given that 

plastic leeches into water and plastic is destroying our oceans. 

9. BAN GMO’S -Agree on a mandate to ban the use of Genetically Modified Organisms - GMO seeds, and their 

related nano technology (mutating Nature by injecting fish genes into plants…), as the only way to guard the purity 

of natural seeds and (embryonic seeds of humans) those eating them. Iroquois Chief Oren Lyons told the UN, "We 

must join hands with the rest of creation and speak of common sense, responsibility, brotherhood, and peace. We 

must understand that the law is the seed, and only as true partners can we survive."  

10. BAN MERCURY DENTAL FILLINGS - agree on a mandate to ban of mercury dental fillings.  

11. FIVE KEYS TO PSYCHOOGICALLY HEALTHY CHILDREN -To ending bullying, children shooting 

children, and foster peaceful generations, agree on a mandate that requires schools to provide daily PE, Arts classes, 

organic sprouts or gardens and orchards for school lunches (to reduce hunger, malnutrition & diabetes as a human 

right), and at least one Indigenous-led hike in Nature in schools, to create psychologically healthy children, 

according to Swiss Father of Modern Psychology, Carl Jung. Reduction of crime would be huge.  

12. SLO FOOD TAX INCENTIVES & SHIFT AG SUBSIDIES – To start saving mega-tons of carbon on most 

food traveling an average of 3,000 miles, mandate that governments give tax incentives to restaurants serving slo 

(local grown) produce, along with stores and supermarkets identifying local produce ideally in a section to bolster 

awareness of local farmers so consumers know which fruits and veggies are the freshest, sweetest, and most Earth-

friendly and in harmony with our bodies. As part of the mandate, shift subsidies from Agriculture that creates a 

surplus, which the US is about to stop, to agree to shift it to assist farmers get certified to be organic farms like the 

Mexican Government does.  

13. GREEN BUILDING INCENTIVES - Since buildings are such huge energy guzzlers (50% of energy), RIO+20 

delegates also agree to mandate tax incentives for Green Building beyond using renewables. 

14. ZERO WASTE -Agree to create a committee to come up with a plan to implement the ancient wisdom of Zero 

Waste, with a realistic step by step mandate timetable. The Garbage Island dead zone in the Pacific has grown from 

the size of Texas to the size of the US, and our oceans are dying.  

15. STEVIA AWARENESS - Since eliminating sugary sodas in the LA school district reduced violence by 65%, 

(NPR) encourage countries to grow or consume Stevia, the herbal sweetener with Zero Carbs and make it available 

at publicly places to serve as a model to save taxpayers on hefty healthcare costs of public officials and be a model 

for society. Stevia can also help countries win the wars on diabetes and alcoholism, since alcohol is a fermented 

sugar. Since addicts mainly focus on addictions, this will create happy generations of brilliant Earth Caretakers.   

 

          

 

 
                                 

 

 

 
 


